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Endoscopy training

• Significant cognitive and psychomotor demands à high risk 
of cognitive overload
• HOWEVER, understanding of how cognitive load theory 

informs endoscopy training has been limited
• Better understanding could lead to:

Curricular innovations à
Improved teaching & learning à

Better patient outcomes?
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Adapted from Young JQ. Med Teach 2014.



Types of cognitive load

Intrinsic load: completing 
elements of learning task

Germane load: forming learning 
schemas, automation

Extraneous load: attending to 
distractions, disruptions 



Cognitive load & working memory
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Adapted from Young JQ. Med Teach 2014.



Benefits of schema formation

Young JQ. Med Teach 2014.



Researching CLT in GI endoscopy

What impacts cognitive load during GI 
endoscopy?

What are learning challenges and teaching 
strategies during GI endoscopy?

How does teaching during GI endoscopy 
impact learner cognitive load?



What factors are associated with cognitive 
load during GI endoscopy training?
• Goal: identify features associated with 

cognitive load during colonoscopy 
training
• Method: quantitative descriptive 

study among 477 US gastroenterology 
trainees
• Outcome: cognitive load types
• Predictors: procedural learning 

features
• Analysis: multivariate linear regression

Sewell JL et al. Acad Med 2017;92:1622-1631.
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What factors are associated with cognitive 
load during GI endoscopy training?

Associations with intrinsic 
load (task difficulty)

• Positive: fatigue, number 
maneuvers, supervisor 
takeover

• Negative: year in training, 
prior colonoscopy 
experience, good patient 
tolerance

Associations with germane 
load (schema formation 

and learning)

• Positive: more engaged 
supervisor, intrinsic load, 
extraneous load

• Negative: none

Associations with 
extraneous load 
(distraction and 

unproductive processing)

• Positive: fatigue, queue 
order, supervisor takeover

• Negative: more engaged 
supervisor, more 
confident supervisor

Sewell JL et al. Acad Med 2017;92:1622-1631.



Learning challenges and teaching strategies

• Goals: identify GI endoscopy 
learning challenges and teaching 
strategies through lens of CLT
• Methods: qualitative interview-

based, thematic analysis
• Questions: stories about 

endoscopy learner challenges 
and how they approached, 
broader questions about 
challenges and strategies

• Participants: 
• 22 gastroenterologists, surgeons, 

family medicine physicians with 
deep insight into teaching and 
learning
• 7 women
• Mean 12.6 years’ teaching 

experience

Sewell JL et al. Acad Med 2019; Epub ahead of print.



Learning challenges and teaching strategies

Diagnosing the trainee

Assess trainee skill

Check trainee 
understanding 

Identify struggling trainees

Learning challenges

Related to the trainee:
Performance orientation

Low self-efficacy

Lack of awareness

Related to the task: 
Psychomotor control

Tactile feedback

Mental model

Related to the teacher:
Relationship with teacher

Inadequate teaching skills

Variability in teaching

Related to the setting: 
Distractions

System structure 

Teaching strategies

To match intrinsic load to learner: 
Teach along developmental continuum

Provide motor instruction

Provide technical assistance or take over

To optimize germane load: 
Teach schemas

Tell learner to stop and focus

Promote mastery goal-orientation 

To minimize extraneous load: 
Optimize the environment

Systems solutions

Provide emotional support

Communicate expectations and roles

Sewell JL et al. Acad Med 2019; Epub ahead of print.



Cognitive load impact of teaching activities 
during colonoscopy training
• Goal: characterize cognitive load 

impact of specific teaching activities
• Method: 

• Direct colonoscopy observation
• Measured cognitive load types
• Interview with trainee re: perceived 

impact of teaching on cognitive load

• Teaching activities:
• Motor instruction
• Feedback
• Schema teaching
• Check understanding
• Take over
• Set expectations
• Technical assistance
• Emotional support
• Modify environment
• Promote mastery mindset
• Stop and listen

Sewell JL et al. Med Educ 2019;53(9):925-940.



Cognitive load impact of teaching activities 
during colonoscopy training
• 10 observations à 515 teaching instances
• Intensity of teaching: 0.7 to 3.3 teaching activities/min
•Most common activities:
� Motor instruction (↓IL – reduced task difficulty)
� Schema teaching (↑GL – increased learning)
� Check understanding (↑GL – increased learning)
� Takeover (↓IL, ↑GL – reduced task difficulty AND increased learning)
� Feedback (↓IL, ↑GL – reduced task difficulty AND increased learning)

• Two additional activities: cognitive information, promoting 
autonomy

Sewell JL et al. Med Educ 2019;53(9):925-940.



Direct teaching approach

• Become familiar 
with learner

• Set expectations and 
discuss goals

Before 
procedure

• Observe and 
monitor

• Don’t over-teach
• Teach when learners 

can listen

During 
procedure • Debrief

• Teach concepts

After 
procedure



Contributors to cognitive load during GI 
endoscopy

Intrinsic load
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experience/skill

Task complexity

Cognitive and 
psychomotor tasks

Germane load

Space in working 
memory

Zone of proximal 
development

Teacher engagement

Curricular design

Extraneous load

Environment (but when 
does this become 

intrinsic?)

Teacher (instructions, 
confidence, engagement, 

teaching intensity) 

Internal distractions, 
fatigue, emotions



Practical suggestions
To align task difficulty with 

learner experience/skill:

• Be familiar with each 
learner’s competence

• Use simulation for deliberate 
practice (with feedback)

• Start with partial tasks and 
progress as competence 
increases

• Manage environment for 
early learners, but let more 
advanced learners manage

To promote schema formation 
and learning:

• Actively engage with learner 
and exhibit confidence

• Teach to “zone of proximal 
development”

• Teach when learners can 
listen (use “stop” command)

• Utilize “takeover” and post-
procedure time for teaching

• Teach endoscopy outside of 
the endoscopy suite

• Find ways to articulate 
psychomotor concepts

• Grant appropriate level of 
autonomy

To minimize distractions and 
unproductive processing:

• Structure rotations to 
minimize competing demands

• Minimize tangential 
conversations

• Use standardized language
• Attend to learner emotion 

and fatigue
• Avoid over-teaching



Take-home messages

• Leverage concepts related to CLT (matching intrinsic load to 
learner level, promoting germane load, minimizing 
extraneous load) to promote better teaching and learning
•Monitor for signs of cognitive overload (vocalizations, lack of 

responsiveness, poor performance, physical manifestations)
• Observe impact of teaching on learners and adjust teaching 

accordingly
• Teach learners about cognitive load and encourage them to 

articulate feeling of overload



Thank you!
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